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 Those searching for ancestors who 
emigrated from areas in southwest Germany 
during the 1700's may find clues to the origin 
of their ancestors in the indexes and abstracts 
of manumission documents compiled by 
Professor Werner Hacker.  These indexes, 
which contain a total of over 45,000 entries, 
may also be useful to those seeking clues to 
the geographic origin of later emigrants 
through surname association. 
 
 The indexes are the result of years of 
research in archival records containing the 
application and permits to emigrate for 
residents of southwestern Germany who were 
bound for Central and Eastern Europe and the 
American colonies. 
 
 The abstracts are collected according to 
geographic region and published in ten 
volumes of various sizes.  They are published 
in German, however some later volumes 
include an English translation of some of the 
introductory material. 
 
 The areas covered, size of the volumes, 
and availability in the Denver Public Library 
(DPL) and the Family History Library (FHL).  
Salt Lake City, UT is given below. 

 More recently Hacker has compiled a 
"combined volume" containing selected 
entries from the ten individual volumes.  In 
the "combined volume" the entries are 
indexed, formatted, and translated for use by 
English-speaking researchers, and include all 
entries for which America was indicated as the 
intended destination.  Those indicating 
destinations other than America, but known or 
assumed, as evidenced in other sources, to 
have immigrated to America are also included 
in the "combined" volume. 
 
 The "combined" volume is a handy 
checklist for possible immigrants to the 
American colonies.  However, those who find 
clues worth further exploration, and those 
researchers doing a general surname search, 
will want to use the individual source volumes, 
which give greater detail.  Copies of the 
original manumission documents may be 
available from the archives where the records 
are lodged. To minimize errors when ordering 
copies, rather than ordering by only the file 
number, it is advisable to include a copy of the 
page from the Hacker volume on which the 
entry appears with the entry-of-interest clearly 
marked.

 Some Statistics - Werner Hacker Publications 
Volume and Geographic Area Surnames  Availability Portion 
 Listed DPL FHL Included in "Combined" Volume 
 
I Hochstift Speyer (Formerly) 1,600 x x All w/America as destination 
II Baden u. Breisgau 11,600 x x All w/America as destination 
III Oberen (Upper) Neckar 3,000  x None w/America as destination 
IV Südost (SW) Schwarzwald 3,800  x  
V Bodensee Area (Northern) 3,400  x  
VI Hohenzollern (Formerly) 2,200  x None w/America as destination 
VII Oberschwaben     All w/America as destination 
VIII Reichtum Ulm & Günzburg 700  x All w/America as destination 
IX Unter Necker (Kurpfalz) 2,200 x x All Emigrants 
X Rheinpfalz u. Saarland 17,800 x x All Emigrants 
 Combined Volume 30,000 x x As above 
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USING THE TEN "INDIVIDUAL 
VOLUMES" 
 
Destinations - In many cases eventual destinations 
differ from those stated on the manumission 
documents.  Emigrants may have given a different 
destination than their intention if it made 
permission to emigrate easier to obtain.  Keep in 
mind some entries that indicate European 
designations may have eventually come to 
America. 
 
Alphabetization - English-speaking researchers 
will need to make their own postulation about the 
"de-anglicized" version of the sought-for name.  
Hacker's alphabetized indexes group surnames that 
sound similar when spoken in German.  To the 
English-speaking reader, the list may appear to be 
incorrectly alphabetized or grouped and caution is 
required to avoid overlooking a sought-for name.  
Instead of searching for a single postulated 
German spelling, consider all names in the 
appropriate sound-alike group as possibilities. 
 
Abbreviations - Unusual abbreviations used in the 
abstracted entries are explained in the introduction 
of each volume.  However, more-common and 
lengthy German words are also abbreviated and 
after you select an entry of interest it is wise to 
have your interpretation checked by someone 
fluent in the German language. 
 
Correlation With Other Publications - Many of 
the names of emigrants for whom the destination in 
Hacker's published indexes is given as "America" 
have been extracted and published in the 
Immigration and Passenger Lists Index, Filby, P. 
Wm. and Meyer, Mary K. (3 Volumes 1981 + 
annual supplements).  Correlation has also been 
made with listings in Pennsylvania German 
Pioneers, Strassburger, Ralph B. and Hinke, Wm. 
John, (Pennsylvania Germanic Society, Norristown 
PA, 1934, 3 Volumes). 
 

Introductory Material - The introductory 
material in Professor Hacker's individual volumes 
outlines the history, reasons, and processes 
involved in emigration from the German areas 
during the 1700’s. These should be of interest to all 
genealogists.  Some supplements are in English. 
 
 
USING THE "COMBINED" VOLUME: 
Southwest German Emigration to America in 
the 18th Century. 
 
 Content of the entries in the "combined 
volume” is truncated to include just 7 items: Last-
name, First-name, Birth-year (if given), Place-of-
origin, Year-of-Emigration (application/permit 
year), Destination, Profession/Occupation, Source-
of-Information (Hacker volume/page). 
 
 The index in the "combined volume" is 
alphabetized by computer and may include only 
the "principal" spelling of the name, so the 
researcher will need to postulate and search for 
individual German name spellings.  Don't overlook 
names containing vowels with umlauts (ä, ö, ü, ÿ), 
which are alphabetized and placed in a group after 
those containing the corresponding vowel without 
umlaut. 
 
 The appearance of the entries in the various 
sources is shown in the example for immigrant 
Johann Kistler, who arrived in Philadelphia in 
1737: 
 
The entry for Johann Kistler appears in Filby and 
Meyer’s index lists as follows: 
 Kistler, Johann n.a.; Philadelphia, Pa., 1737 
2855.5 p442 
 The notation "n.a." indicates no age was 
given.  The number 2855.5 is the item number of 
Filby's source, which is the published records from 
Baden u. Breisgau extracted and compiled by 
Hacker. 
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The entry on page 442 of Hacker's volume reads 
as follows: 
 5351 Kistler Johann, Auerback, 3 S, 100 
netto; Mm(7.30) zur Emigration. - 61/1258 RK 
41  (o Ziel). = Mit "Townshend" an Philad. - 
SH I: 184, 186, 187 
 
Using the abbreviation guide included in Hacker’s 
volume, expanding other German abbreviations, 
and translating into English yields: 
 [Paragraph] 5351 Johann Kistler of 
Auerbach [with] 3 sons, a net worth of 100, 
emigration  fees of 7.30, [Archival] 
Accession No 61/1258 RK 41 (no destination 
stated).  [Assumed to be] the same [person] as 
sailed on the Townshend to Philadelphia 
according to Strassburger and Hinke pages 
184, 186, 187. 
 
 During a visit to the Baden Staatarchiv in 
Karlsruhe, my wife and I were allowed to  
photograph the original of the application and 
permit for Johann Kistler.  It was one of thousands 
of documents bound in large hand-sewn books. 
The volume containing the Kistler document was 
labeled: 61 - Kennf Cammer Protocolla vom 23 
Apr 1737 biss 10 Aug 1737 Beides inclusive  #1 
#1258 #1004.   

After transcription from handwritten script, the 
certificate reads as follows: 
“41.  Stein Ambt Verwaltung 
 Johannes Kistler von Auerbach, welche mit 
seinen 3 mr Sohnen emigrieren will, bittet umb 
Entlassung der Leibeigenschaft. 
 Das Ambt und die Verwaltung berichten 
anbey, dass Supplicant ein tauger Arbeiter seye, 
und über die passiva kaum 100 b. an Vermögen 
übrig behalte(n) werde. 
 Conclusion:  Bey dieser Beschaftenheit 
könnet den Applicant pro manumission mehr nicht 
als 7.b.30 g. tax angesetzetet werden 
 Fiat manumissions Schein sind   (?)   . Item 
befast 
Exp: Ad interm Decret.” 
 
Translated to English, the document reads: 
“Number 41.  Stein Office Administration 
 Johannes Kistler of Auerbach, who wants to 
emigrate with his three minor sons, requests 
release from bondage. 
 The (Registry) office and the administration 
report herewith, that the applicant is apparently a 
capable laborer, and would retain as residual net 
worth, assets of hardly 100 b(?). 
 Conclusion: 
 Under these conditions, the applicant should 
not be assessed more than 7 b(?) 30 g(?). 
 Final Manumission certificate (issued?) Also 
concurred with. 
In consequence, at this time, (action) concluded.” 


